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WORLDS APART
AN EXPLORATION INTO MAG'S
NEWEST ACQUISITIONS

PARTNERSHIP
A LOOK AT THE MAG–RCSD
EXPANDED LEARNING COLLABORATION



Join us for an exclusive, immersive art experience. Dine at large 
banquet-style tables adorned with original work by exceptional 

regional artists.  Many of the pieces will be available for sale or auction.

This is an intimate, ticketed event to benefit the Memorial Art Gallery’s 
outreach to broader and more diverse audiences.

Featuring artists:
Nita Brown, John D. Greene, Nancy Jurs, Jeff Kell, Olivia Kim,

Elizabeth Lyons, Saint Monci, and Peter Pincus.

$200 per person
(Your contribution in excess of $125 per ticket is tax deductible.)

500 University Avenue Rochester, NY 14607 | 585.276.8943 | mag.rochester.edu/artists-affair

ROC Giant (detail), 2017 by Andrea Durfee. 

Presenting Sponsors

Event Sponsors
Alesco Advisors

Contributing Sponsor

Drs. Patrick & Gail Riggs

Honorary Co-Chairs

Margaret M. & David J. Burns and Family
Drs. Patrick & Gail Riggs and Family



V o i c e s
Mary Oliver, a Pulitzer Prize winning poet, 
recently wrote a collection of essays called 
Upstream, which I received as a Christmas 
gift. In a chapter called “Of Power and 
Time,” I came across this quote: 

“In creative work—creative work of 
all kinds—those who are the world’s 

working artists are not trying to help the world go around, but forward.”

A museum, like a person, grows and changes over time. Our museum, now in its 
second century, is enjoying a remarkable growth spurt. 

I’m thinking of new works of art like Light Spill by Luis Recoder and Sandra Gibson, 
amazing contemporary exhibitions such as Meleko Mokgosi’s Pax Kaffraria, and 
expanded efforts to engage new and under-represented audiences through Hidden 
Passions and Valentine Schmalentine. I’m thrilled with our growing relationship 
with the Rochester City School District. Collectively we host first through fifth 
graders from schools #23, #29, and #45, who come to MAG once a week for 
ten weeks in a row. Last year the program totaled 4,000 individual visits! We call 
this MAG–RCSD partnership the Expanded Learning Collaboration, and believe 
it could serve as a national model. These exciting initiatives keep me continually 
challenged, stimulated, engaged, empowered, and enlightened.

What I always return to is the permanent collection, on which I rely for strength 
and inspiration. Two works that move me are The Entombment by Luca Giordano, 
with its solemnity; and Sunday Morning by Jerome Myers, with its festivity.

It’s a joy to be a part of this dynamic place, a place of beauty and light, a place 
proudly displaying the greatest aspirations of humankind, a place where wonderful 
works of art are available to all, regardless of age, education, race, religion, or 
economic status. 

Thank you for joining us in our mission as we help to move the world forward.

Joseph Carney
Senior Director of Major Gifts

Cover: Unknown, Ethiopian. Openwork Processional Cross, 1400-1499. Copper-bronze           
The Marie Adelaide Devine Fund and funds from deaccessioning, 2016.193



CALENDAR
Friday, April 7
Media Arts Watch: Reflections On Place & Culture opens
 featuring work by Juan Downey, Terence Gower, 
 Alexander Kluge

Wednesday, April 12
11:00 AM
Art & Story Stroll: Creativity
 featuring The Most Magnificent Thing by Ashley
 Spires. (Adults $5, Kids free)

4:30 PM
Art Jump Treasure Hunt: A Reflection on Artwork and 
Inspiration - FOR EDUCATORS ONLY
 Pittsford Central School District teachers will share
 their new curriculum integrating personal reflection
 into the viewing process. A thoughtful guided
 reflection enriches students’ ability to observe,
 critique and understand works of art. Art: K-12.
 Call 585.276.8971 or email
 cander35@mag.rochester.edu to register.

Saturday, April 15
6:30 PM
Devour Rochester: Murder Mystery Wine Dinner
 Tickets available for $125/person through April 5.
 An interactive Wild West murder mystery, catered
 by Brown Hound Downtown.  
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ART  TREASURES&

SAVE THESE DATES
Sale Dates: June 8–11 

Dropping off Donations: June 5–7

Spread the word to Friends & Family

If you have donations that need to be picked up 
before the sale week, please contact Mary Lisa 

(585.484.9144, msisson@howeandrusling.com) or 
Bonnie (585.766.8630, bvoll77@rochester.rr.com). 

Support MAG • Connect Friends • Celebrate Art

Presented by

ROCHESTER’S MOST
PRESTIGIOUS GARAGE SALE

Champion
Moving & Storage

Thursday, April 27
6:00 PM
Public Discussion and Tour: Meleko Mokgosi: Pax Kaffraria
 Join Dean Andrew Ainslie (Simon School of Business) on a
 public tour as he discusses the works of Meleko Mokgosi,
 through the eyes of a white South African.

Friday, April 28
6:00 PM
An Artists' Affair
 Tickets available for $200/person. Purchase online through
 until the event is sold out. (mag.rochester.edu/artists-affair)

Sunday, April 30
Robert Rauschenberg: Making History last day

Wednesday, May 3
4:30 PM
Figure Drawing with the Masters - FOR EDUCATORS ONLY
 The Creative Workshop artist Sari Gaby will lead an afternoon
 of figure drawing using the many beautiful works on view at
 MAG collection, including the figures in Meleko Mokgosi: Pax
 Kaffraria. Art: K-12. Call 585.276.8971 or email
 cander35@mag.rochester.edu to register.

Thursday, May 4
6:00−9:00 PM
Rochester Cocktail Revival Presents: Renderings and Revelations: 
The Art of Imbibing
 Tickets available for $40/person. Includes museum admission,
 three cocktails, and hors d'oeuvres. 

Sunday, May 7
Meleko Mokgosi: Pax Kaffraria last day

Wednesday, May 10
11:00 AM
Art & Story Stroll: Garden Growing Green
 featuring Eddie's Garden and How to Make Things Grow
 by Sarah Garland. (Adults $5, Kids free)
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ONGOING

Saturdays 
Noon–2:00 PM
Kids Create Dates
Fun hands-on projects for kids from 4−14
in MAG’s Front Entrance. ($10 per child)

Sundays 
1:00 PM & 3:00 PM

Going For Baroque Organ Concert
Free with museum admission

Thursdays 5:00–9:00 PM
1/2 Price Admission 

•  Docent led tours -  6:00 PM
 Except April 20 and May 18
 

•  MAG DeTOUR -  6:00 PM
 April 20: The Art of Nature DeTOUR 
 May 18: Moms of MAG DeTOUR
 

•  Live music - 7:30 PM 
 April 20: Eastman School of Music Organ Concert
 May 18: Eastman School of Music Organ Concert
  

•  Gallery store shopping
 

•  Special events
 April 13: Hidden Passions (SEASON FINALE)
   Evan Dawson (Correspondent | Wine Aficionado)
   Aprille Byam (Market Researcher | Story Teller) 
 April 20: Alternative Music Film Series (free with museum admission)

 May 25: Alternative Music Film Series (free with museum admission)

•  Art Social - 6:30 PM/$15
 April 6: Fancy Feathers
 April 13: Magnificent Mosaics
 April 20: Fantastical Flowers
 April 27: Watercolor Wonders
 May 4: Inspired by the Far East
 May 11: Flow and Sew
 May 25: Gorgeous Paper Lanterns
 

•  Food & drink available for purchase from 
    Brown Hound Downtown



PARTNERSHIP
A  L O O K  AT   T H E  M A G – R C S D  E X PA N D E D  L E A R N I N G  C O L L A B O R AT I O N

WRITTEN BY MARLENE HAMANN-WHITMORE, MCPHERSON DIRECTOR OF ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

If two figures in a painting have word 
bubbles coming out of their mouths, but 
we can’t hear a sound, what might be 
happening?  

“I think they’re whispering,” offered one 
first-grader during our exploration of Roy 
DeForest’s painting The Dipolar Girls Take 
a Voyage on the St. Lawrence. She and her 
classmates from School #45 were visiting 
MAG as part of the Expanded Learning 
Collaboration, a partnership with three 
City elementary schools. This school year, 
every student in grades 1–4 at School #23, 
grades 2–5 in School #29, and grades 1–2 
at School #45 will spend 1 ½ hours at MAG 

for ten consecutive weeks. The MAG–RCSD ELC supports and enhances classroom 
instruction by strengthening visual literacy, critical thinking skills, and non-cognitive 
learning, including the development of positive student behaviors. 

Each museum visit is accompanied by 
a hands-on project; this combination of 
thoughtful reflection and creative response 
can lead to deep curriculum connections. 

And while our museum and studio 
conversations vary widely from week to 
week, we are always learning from our 
ELC students!  We are constantly surprised 
and delighted by the new insights and 
observations offered by our young visitors.  

As Rhonda Morien, principal of School #45 recently shared, “Learning occurs when 
passion and relentless instruction intersect.  The partnership that the MAG has formed 
with schools has allowed this intersection to occur for the incredible, brilliant, and 
gifted students of the Rochester City School District.”  We believe this collaboration 
has the power to extend beyond the school classroom and encourage a framework 
for life-long learning.



Top: Unknown, Ethiopian. Triptych Icon of the Virgin and Child, 1550–1599.    
Painted wooden panels, hinged. The Marie Adelaide Devine Fund and funds from deaccessioning, 2016.192

Images courtesy of Sam Fogg LTD.

Bottom: Unknown, Ethiopian. Openwork Processional Cross, 1400–1499.
Copper-bronze. The Marie Adelaide Devine Fund and funds from deaccessioning, 2016.193

MAG continues to acquire important historic 
works to supplement its outstanding collection of 
world art. We recently purchased two remarkable 
and rare examples of medieval art from Ethiopia, 
one of the first regions of the world to adopt 
Christianity. Established as the state religion in 
324 CE, Ethiopian Christianity, with its unique 
traditions and rituals, remains a vital, living 
religion practiced by over 40 million Ethiopians 
today. This painted three-part icon, known as a 
triptych, and  processional cross were both made 
in the 1400s and 1500s—a period known as the 
Golden Age of Ethiopian civilization. 

Painted icons, with their striking, colorful imagery, 
were essential to the religious lives of the faithful. 
They provided worshippers with the likeness of 
a sacred figure as well as an object worthy of 
veneration. Like MAG’s new acquisition, most 
Ethiopian icons were devoted to images of 
Mary and the Christ child. MAG’s icon includes 
additional scenes of Jesus’ crucifixion and his 
rescue of Adam and Eve from hell. Paintings of the 
archangels Michael and Gabriel and the military 
saints George and Theodore are included because 
of their high status in the Orthodox religious 
tradition. 

Processional crosses, made of metal and pierced 
with complex openwork designs, occupy a central 
place in Ethiopian culture and worship. A hollow 
opening at the base allowed this cross to be 
mounted atop a tall staff so it could be seen by 
worshippers during processions. MAG’s cross is 
notable for its exceptionally fine craftsmanship 
and intricate patterns, which would create 
dramatic silhouettes against the sky. Similar 
crosses are still made and used in today’s 
Ethiopian churches.

WORLDS APART
A N  E X P L O R AT I O N  O F  M A G ' S  N E W E S T  E T H I O P I A N  A R T  A C Q U I S I T I O N S

W R I T T E N  B Y  N A N C Y  N O R W O O D ,  C U R A T O R  O F  E U R O P E A N  A R T



IN HIS OWN WORDS
MELEKO MOKGOSI TALKS ABOUT THE THOUGHT PROCESS BEHIND PAX KAFFRARIA  

Malik Gaines: [….]Many of your 
paintings take on historical subject 
matter and use representation to deal 
with history[….]

Meleko Mokgosi: History has always 
been crucial to me, even when I was 
making art in high school and as an 
undergrad. I think my work has always 
been political because the person who 
really made me want to paint and 
made me want to be an artist was Max 
Beckmann. I encountered his work 
through my art teacher toward the end 
of high school in Botswana, and I saw 
this guy who was absolutely committed 

to ideological struggles happening in Europe in the interwar period and who 
manufactured a way of talking about a set of different political issues in the 
1900s. Yet he dealt with these concerns through myths and invented metaphors, 
which allowed his work to remain slightly open and not prescriptive, so that it 
could always stimulate the imagination in several directions. But I think historical 
specifics are crucial because I am grappling with the epistemological effects of 
colonialism in southern Africa. So it is urgent, I believe, to parse out how history 
has been legitimized, what dominant histories have been left out, and more 
importantly, how to trace untracked histories and bring them to the fore because 
these are all histories that matter[….]

We thought you might enjoy an excerpt from this 2012 interview with 
Meleko Mokgosi. The artist discusses his Pax Kaffraria project with writer 
and artist Malik Gaines, after winning that year’s Mohn Award from the 
Hammer Museum at UCLA. 

MELEKO MOKGOSI

Meleko Mokgosi
Pax  Ka f f ra r ia
Open through May 7th



MG: ….[your process] involved 
storyboarding and extensive planning. 
Can you talk more about that?

MM: The chapters were all 
diagrammatically storyboarded over 
a period of six to twelve months. Each 
“frame,” or painting, was composed 
using line drawing, with notes about 
color schemes, spatial arrangements, 
line weight, width and direction of 
brush marks, and how all these relate to 
scale, content, and the other frames in 
the chapter. Thus the production of the 

paintings, which is the final step, occurs only once the whole chapter has been 
storyboarded. In all chapters the organization of information is closely related to 
the structure of the installation. 

MG: And how do the chapters relate 
to one another?

MM: Throughout the eight chapters, I 
argue that nationalism is a force that 
grounds everything from our speech 
patterns to the tastes our tongues 
enjoy. What I hope to show through 
imagery and the installation is the fact 
that language is always a system that 
lacks neutrality, that language always 
has a social component. I also want to 
show that language is always material 
and that this materiality has meaning 
within history. So all language has 
an intense emotional investment that determines its place because it is only 
through language that our representation can be acknowledged. Nationalism is 
not entirely about territorial autonomy or sovereignty of the state or politics of the 
nation-state; rather it is aligned with the texture of fantasy and desire and with 
the confluence of affect in language.

Excerpted from Malik Gaines, “A Conversation with Meleko Mokgosi,” 
Meleko Mokgosi: Pax Kaffraria (Los Angeles: Hammer Museum, 
University of California Los Angeles, 2014), pp. 108–110.

Left: Image courtesy of Meleko Mokgosi, 2017.
Above: Images courtesy of Jamie Dinalfo, Memorial Art Gallery, exhibition opening party, Meleko Mokgosi: Pax Kaffraria, February 18, 2017. 



Have you ever heard the phrase “drinking from a fire hose?” It is often 
used to describe the overwhelming sensation of being inundated with an 
uncapped, unfiltered, hard-to-manage quantity of something. We’ve all 
experienced it. We wake up, drink our coffee, walk the dog, turn on our 
computers to get the latest news, and find ourselves confronted with a 
torrent of information; the inevitable consequence of the information age. 
It’s not a new problem. 

By the mid-twentieth century, popular culture was immersed in the 
multilayered platforms of multiple technologies and communication 
tools: television, radio, newspapers, and magazines. Simultaneously, the 
advertising sector exploded within these new public forums to seduce a 
growing culture of consumerism. The promise of technology was inspiring, 
not just for commercial and scientific uses, but also for the possibilities it 
offered to artists. Robert Rauschenberg, in particular, was committed to 
experimenting with these new media. 

Rauschenberg had a concern, as many people do today, with how mass 
media was influencing American culture. It wasn’t just about the amount of 
information, but also the kinds of information. Advertisements were getting 
just as much exposure as articles on crucial world issues. How could one 
effectively sort through all of this? The question led Rauschenberg in 1970 
to create one his most ambitious projects, Currents, which included two 
editioned print portfolios. MAG’s exhibition Robert Rauschenberg, Making 
History features eight works from the two print portfolios, Features and 
Surface Series. 

Using newspaper clippings as the source imagery for Currents, the dark and 
visually complex works demand that viewers look carefully and examine 
the flood of information confronting them every day. Rauschenberg wanted 
to make art that a broad audience could relate to—an art made from the 
material traces and detritus of our world. This art would, in Rauschenberg’s 
words, “bridge the gap between art and life.” It would be a new kind of 
realism, a mirror of modern society. 

With a deep sense of civic duty, compassion for the struggles of others, and 
a profound connection to time and place, Rauschenberg was engaging in a 
conversation about how we view, manage, and act on the information that 
bombards us. This work refers to a moment in history – from the late 1960s 
to 1970 – of profound and often turbulent change. In this regard, these 
prints are a reflection of a culture that may not be much different from the 
one in which we live today.

Robert Rauschenberg
M A K I N G  H I S T O R Y
Written by Margot Muto, Exhibitions Coordinator



Saturday, april 15, 2017

F o o d •W i n e • A r t

Celebrating the art of food and wine with the culinary experts of 
our region, music, and a little mystery.

Enjoy a five-course meal with Chef Trish Aser of Brown Hound Downtown.

The Wild West interactive murder mystery will keep you on the edge of your seat! 
Hitch up your petticoats and help the Sheriff solve the crime. This rootin’ tootin’ 

hilarious show is a must see!

devourrochester.com

events@mag.rochester.edu | 585.276.8950



500 University Avenue 
Rochester, NY 14607  
585.276.8900 | mag.rochester.edu

CHERYL DINOLFO
COUNTY EXECUTIVE

Thank you to our Sponsors
Underwritten by Helen H. Berkeley, with additional support from the 
Elizabeth F. Cheney Foundation. The Memorial Art Gallery is supported 
primarily by its members, the University of Rochester and public 
funds from Monroe County. Memorial Art Gallery is also supported, 
in part, by the New York State Council on the Arts with the support 
of Governor Andrew Cuomo and the New York State Legislature.   
*Half-price Thursday admission after 5 pm is made possible 
in part by Monroe County.

Accessibility
Wheelchairs are available in the Vanden Brul pavilion coatroom. The auditorium is equipped with an assistive listening system made possible by the Mark 
and Bobbie Hargrave hard of hearing fund of Rochester Area Community Foundation, the MAG community access endowment fund, and an anonymous 
donor.  To schedule a sign language interpreter or touch tour for the blind, or to request a braille or text calendar, contact cander35@mag.rochester.edu 
(585.276.8971). People who are deaf or hard of hearing may call via relay service. We also offer a special cell phone tour for the visually impaired.

 Shop       Play        Eat        Create
 Creative Workshop 

(585.276.8959)
Sculpture Park 

Always Open | Always Free
Brown Hound Downtown 

(585.506.9725)

Hours         Pay     Read     Tour
Wednesday–Sunday

11:00 am–5:00 pm
Thursday*

11:00 am–9:00 pm
First Fridays

11:00 am-9:00 pm

Wednesday–Sunday
11:00 am–5:00 pm

Thursday*
11:00 am–9:00 pm

First Fridays
11:00 am-9:00 pm

General: $14* 
Senior Citizens: $10

Children 6–18: $5 
College Students: $5 
FREE: UofR + members

Perks       Host      Park    Give
Park FREE on any 

MAG lot.
Picture yourself at 

MAG on your special 
day! (585.276.8950)

Your support means the 
world to us! Email us at  

memberperks@mag.
rochester.edu or call  

(585.276.8939)

Thursday: 6:00 pm 
Friday–Sunday: 1:00 pm 
DeTOURS: 4/20, 5/18 6pm

Give Joe Carney a call 
(585.276.8941)

Text GIVEMAG to 24587

Charlotte Whitney
Allen Library 

Wednesday–Friday 
1:00–5:00 pm

Reservations  requested for 
Saturday and Sunday Brunch

For more information
For more information about programming, events, tours, and all things MAG, visit our website at mag.rochester.edu, or follow us on social media!


